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Silver dots deposited specifically on proteins of the nucleolar organizer regions (Ag-NOR proteins) after a one-step silver staining technique were visualized in cells in culture, in cells in smears, and in tissue sections, with a scanning laser confocal microscope working in the renertance mode. After specific labeling of DNA with the fluorescent dye chromomycin A3, DNA and silver dots could be observed either individually or simultaneously. Thedore, it was possible to study the three-dimensional organization of nucleolar silverstained structures relative to DNA with a high X, Y, and 2 resolution. Our results showed that the argyrophilic components are organized as a twisted necklace structure within interphase nucleoli of cells in culture. We also demonstrated httoduction Amplified rRNA genes are transcribed by a complex protein machinery that produces rRNA, which is then processed and associated with -100 proteins to build ribosomes. Because of the great number of rRNA molecules synthesized in the cell, these phenomena lead to the formation of a large nuclear organelle, the nucleolus (7JO).
Over recent years many workers have investigated the ultraswcture of the nucleolus to localize molecules (rRNA genes, rRNA, and proteins) and to assign functions (rRNA transcription and processing) to nucleolar components (5, 7, 11, 35) . From these studies, it appears that fibrillar components (i.e., fibrillar centers and dense fibrillar component) are the sites at which transcription and the first steps of rRNA processing take place. However, those studies, performed on ultra-thin sections, yield no data on the threedimensional (3D) organization of nucleolar components.
To investigate the spatial organization of the nucleolus, we have studied the 3D structure of sites containing proteins defined by a sttiking three-dimensional symmetric disposition of NORs within the two sets of chromosomes in telophase cells. Similar results were obtained for cells in smears, although their three-dimensional organization was somewhat disturbed due to air-drying. We also demonstrated that silver dots cannot be visualized in the rdectance mode within sections of paraflii-embeddid tissues. However, their simultaneous demonstration in non-confocal transmitted light, together with that of DNA in confocal mode, appeared very useful to study their localization within nuclei and mitotic chromosomes. 1%) KEY WORDS: Confocal microscopy; Reflectance microscopy; Ag-NOR proteins; DNA fluorescence; Three-dimensional organization, their argyrophilia (Ag-NOR proteins). The AgNOR proteins are argyrophilic nucleolar proteins co-localized with rRNA genes, as demonstrated by cytochemical demonstration of DNA (12) or by in situ hybridization applied either to metaphase chromosomes (8, 12, 28) or within interphase nucleoli (28.38).
After various silver-staining procedures, nucleolar sites containing Ag-NOR proteins appear as black metallic silver dots -10 MI in diameter. Ultrastructural studies have shown that silver staining is restricted to the fibrillar centers and dense fibrillar components. During metaphase, silver dots are localized only at specific sites on the nucleolar organizer region (NOR)-bearing chromosomes (8J5).
By modifying the one-step procedure of Howell and Black (16), we arrived at a reproducible technique for Ag-NOR protein staining (21,23), which has found wide applications in both light (LM) and electron microscopy (EM) (4). With this technique, Ag-NOR proteins by EM show a specific staining and absence of background reaction. Therefore, we hypothesized that this cytochemical labeling could be very useful to study the 3D organization of nucleolar sites at which transcribed rDNA genes are localized during interphase and the phenomena of nucleolar disorganization and reorganization during mitosis. To test this hypothesis, we used two complementary approaches: high-voltage EM and confocal microscopy. PLOTON, GILBERT, MENAGER, KAPLAN, ADNET We have developed a new application of high-voltage EM (20) and have recently demonstrated that silver staining can be observed through sections up to 6 Fm thick (1) .
The aim of the present work was to investigate the localization and the 3D organization of the nucleolar argyrophilic components by using reflected light in confocal microscopy. Moreover, to correlate the 3D position of silver deposits with that of DNA, we also counterstained silver-stained cells with chromomycin A3, a fluorescent dye specific for DNA. We demonstrated that the 3D localization of silver deposits and of DNA can be studied with high resolution, either individually or simultaneously. This new approach can be applied to cells in culture, to cells in smears, and to sections of paraffin-embedded tissue.
Materials and Methods

Cells and Tissues
Human Cancer Cells. KB cells derived from an epidermoid carcinoma were purchased from the American Type Culture Collection (Rockville, MD) and were grown at 37°C on coverslips 22 mm in diameter placed in minimum essential medium (Sigma; St Louis, MO) containing 10% complementdepleted fetal serum, 2 mM L-glutamine, 100 Ulml penicillin, and 100 mg/ml streptomycin. Cells on the coverslips were fixed for 10 min in 1.6% glutaraldehyde in PBS 0.1 M, pH 7.4, then washed and stored in PBS.
Smears.
Murine LIZ10 leukemia cells (kindly supplied by Prof. Jeannesson; UFR Pharmacie, Reims, France) were grown in RPMI 1640 medium. The suspension was centrifuged and the pellet was suspended in PBS 0.1 M, pH 7.4. Cells were then spread on a slide and allowed to dry in air.
Tissue. Malignant tissue was surgically excised, fixed in 10% formalin, and embedded in paraffin. Four-pm-thick sections were dewaxed before silver staining.
Silver Staining
Before staining, cells or sections were post-fixed for 5 min in a 3:l ethanokacetic acid mixture. After rehydration, cells were stained with silver as previously described (23). Briefly, one volume of a 2% gelatin solution in 1% formic acid was rapidly mixed with two volumes of a 50% Ag-NO3 solution. This solution was poured on the cells and left for 10 min at 20°C in the dark. Cells were then washed with water, placed in a 5% thiosulfate solution for 5 min. washed again, and stored in water.
DNA Staining
Cells and sections were stained with chromomycin A3 as previously described (27) . Staining was performed for > min in the dark at room temperature with a solution composed of 100 pM chromomycin A3 (Sigma) and 150 mM MgC12 in PBS, pH 6.8. After rinsing, cells and sections were mounted in a 90% glycerol solution containing an anti-fading agent (Citifluor) (Citifluor; London, UK).
Scanning Laser Con focal Microscopy
Specimens were examined with a MRC-600 Bio-Rad confocal system (Bio-Rad; Richmond, CA) mounted on a Zeiss Axioplan microscope (Zeiss; Oberkochen, Germany) equipped with a x 63. 1.4 NA planapochromat objective.
A 25-mW multiline argon laser was used as a light source. This laser produces two major lines at 488 and 514 nm and one minor line at 457 nm. The latter was selected with a selective bandpass filter to excite chromomycin A3 specifically (maximal excitation 445 nm; maximal emission 580 nm). The emission filter was a highpass from 550 nm.
Silver staining was visualized in the reflectance mode by illuminating the slide with the 488-nm line and by using the "reflection block' (with a polarizing filter).
For simultaneous visuahzation of DNA (chromomycin A3 fluorescence) and silver deposits (reflectance), the laser was used with a highpass filter from 550 nm. The beam was attenuated to 10% with a neutral filter to limit bleaching of the DNA fluorescence.
By using a detector for transmitted light placed in front of the lamp housing of the microscope and connected to a second photomultiplier with optical fibers, it was also possible to visualize simultaneously a cell in confocal mode and in non-confocal mode fluorescence or by reflected light by using the same laser beam.
In all cases images of DNA fluorescence or of silver reflectance were obtained under the following conditions: (a) the pinhole in front of the detector was minimally open; (b) the averaging of five images (Kalman filter) recorded with the lowest speed (1 sec for 512 x 384 pixels) was a good compromise to obtain images with good signal-to-noise ratio and to avoid bleaching; (c) the optical sections were each 0.2 pm; and (d) the scanning zoom varied from x 4 to x 8. Under these conditions, the pixel size varied from 0.065 to 0.033 pm, which is near the limit found by applying the Nyquist criterion (the value of which is 0.05 pm for a numerical aperture of 1.4 and a wavelength of 550 nm).
Processing of the Images
Digitized images were stored either on hard disk or on an optical disk. Series of images were processed with the Comos and Thru-view software packages (Bio-Rad) to enhance contrast and to produce extended focus, rotation, stereopain, anaglyphs, or superposition of various labelings. Photographs were taken from a high-resolution flat screen (for black-and-white negatives) and from an Avio-100 system for color negatives.
Observation of Fluorescence in the Non-confocal Mode
This observation was possible with the same microscope. Fluorescence of DNA stained with chromomycin A3 was observed with a filter block used for FITC visualization. Ag-NOR deposits were observed in transmitted light or in reflected light as previously described (23). 
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Results
Argyrophilic Components and DNA in Cuftured Cel'ls
To demonstrate the improvements brought about by observation in reflected light, simultaneously or not with that of DNA, four modes of observation were used to image a cell during interphase ( Figures 1A-1D ). Figure 1A shows a classical non-confocal view obtained with the detector for the transmitted light of the confocal microscope. The periphery of the nucleus is visible and nucleolar argyrophilic components (Ag-NOR dots) appear as roundish black structures -1 in diameter. By using the second photomultiplier of the confocal microscope, it was possible to obtain simultaneously one confocal image in the reflectance mode ( Figure 1B) . Each black granule visualized in transmitted light appears constituted with w e d white spots (-0.3 pm) corresponding to highly reflecting zones of the silver deposits. By using the block for fluorescence, one could see an optical section of the chromomgcin A3 labeling specific for DNA (excitation at 457 nm) ( Figure IC) . DNA is clearly visible as bright areas within the nucleus. Some threads of DNA appear within and around the largest nucleolus, corresponding to DNA of the periand intmnucleolar chromatin. Some areas without detectable DNA are also visible within the nucleoplasm and within the small nucleoli.
To study how Ag-NOR proteins and DNA are precisely COlocalized, simultaneous observation was performed, as shown in Figure 1A indicates that the reflected light vises from silver deposits located only within the nucleoli, and that no cytoplasmic or nuclear background can be seen. needed for a comprehensive study of the 3D o w a t i o n of the argyrophilic components. The mended focus obtained by projeaing the images of the 12 optical sections of the Z-series within the same h l g e is shown in Figure 1H . This procedure demonstrates that all components that strongly reflect light belong to -17 rounded structures (0.5 pm in diameter) and that some of them are also linked by a small thread.
Calculation of the rotation of this nucleolus along its longitudinal axis was performed by using the Thru-view software package. Images at + 10" and -10" angles were chosen to create one stereopair ( Figures 3A and 3B ). Observation of this stereopair (either with a stereoviewer or by crossing the eyes) reveals the 3D organization of the nucleolus. Thus, the relative 3D disposition of the argyrophilic component and the non-random disposition of some of them appear clearly in such an image. Moreover, the 3D organization of subcomponents of the argyrophilic structures can be more easily discemed. For example, it is obvious that the structure indicated by the arrow in Figure 3A is composed of one large central deposit surrounded by several smaller ones. As a further example, Figures  3C and 3D show a stereopair of a larger nucleolus in which the argyrophilic components also appear as rounded units that are part of a necklace-like structure. This stereopair demonstrates that the necklace-like structure has a contorted or twisted shape with a pseudohelix organization (arrow) indicative of the 3D organization of the argyrophilic components within the entire volume of the nucleolus.
Finally, another way to simultaneously demonstrate the Ag-NOR proteins and DNA is to represent each of them by a specific color (red and green, respectively). For this, the projections of all the optical sections of silver deposits and of DNA were merged and aligned, using the result of simultaneous imaging as a reference. The images produced are shown in Figures 5A-5C , corresponding respectively to the nuclei shown in Figures 1B, 1E , and 3C. Many clumps of DNA frequently appeared within nucleoli, in contact with argyrophilic components. Perinucleolar DNA also appeared as a continuous rim in continuity with the DNA clumps of the nucleoplasm.
To study the structure and the 3D organization of the NORs during mitosis, we observed cells in reflected light during all phases of mitosis. As an example, we show the results obtained for a cell during telophase in Figure 2 . This cell was observed, first, for DNA fluorescence, second, for both DNA fluorescence and Ag-NOR deposits in reflected light, and third, for Ag-NOR in reflected light only. For each mode, 36 optical sections were performed every 0.2 pm. Three consecutive optical sections with a Az of 0.4 pm and respectiveIy localized at level 4 pm, 4.4, and 4.8 pm were considered for each mode of observation: DNA fluorescence ( Figures  2A-2C) , simultaneous DNA fluorescence and Ag-NOR reflection (Figures 2E-2G ). and Ag-NOR reflection alone (Figures 21-2K ). Moremr, for each mode, the extended focus (i.e., the summation of the 36 optical sections in one image) is also shown (Figures 2D,  2H, and 2L) . Figures 2A and 2D show that the fluorescence of DNA is high and that the structure of chromosomes in telophase can be inwstigated with high resolution. When simultaneous visualization of DNA and Ag-NOR deposits is performed, DNA fluorescence is weaker but spatial correlation of the two labelings becomes possible.
The number and exact shape of each NOR stained with silver can be deduced from imaging in the reflectance mode. Thus, crescent-shaped and punctate NORs can be observed in the two sets of chromosomes. Moreover, by using all the sections of the Zseries obtained simultaneously for DNA and Ag-NOR labeling it is possible to calculate images of their rotation and to use them to create stereopairs. In Figures 3E-3H we show four angles of the rotation: -20". -lo", Oo, and +loo, respectively. When observed with a stereo viewer (or by crossing the eyes) these images clearly demonstrate the relative spatial organization of chromosomes and NORs stained with silver. Thus, both symmetric shape and symmetric 3D disposition of the NORs in the two sets of chromosome is obvious when viewed by these means. Similarly, a stereo-pair (-10' and + 10") was calculated by using the two 2-series obtained for Ag-NORs alone and for DNA alone. By merging the images obtained for each angle, we obtained a colored stereopair with DNA in green and Ag-NOR dots in red (Figures 5E and 5F ). This representation permits a better understanding of the relative 3D local-PLOTON, GILBERT, &NAGER, KAPLAN, ADNET ization of chromosomes and NORs during telophase and confirms the symmetric 3D localization of the latter among the chromosomes.
Argyrophilic Components and DNA in Cells in Smears
To demonstrate that the techniques of staining and of observation described above did not require cells to be fixed under optimal conditions, we applied them to air-fixed smears performed with a high density of lymphoblastic cells (L1210 cells). Although the cell thickness was small (-3 pm) compared with the initial diameter of the spherical cells before air-drying (~1 0 pm), it was possible to perform a study of the 3D structure of argyrophilic components and of DNA.
As an example, the same cell type during anaphase was simultaneously observed in transmitted light ( Figure 4A ) and in reflected light ( Figure 4B ). Several contrasted silver-stained structures appear in transmitted light (non-confocal imaging), whereas only a few bright spots were seen in reflected light (confocal imaging).
When DNA fluorescence was observed in one optical section, two late chromosomes appeared clearly in the midzone of the cell, and the simultaneous localization of DNA and Ag-NOR ( Figure  4D ) taken at the same level showed several silver dots symmetrically localized on the two late chromosomes. Finally, by merging the images of Figures 4B and 4C , the relative distribution of Ag-NOR dots (red) and of DNA (green) ( Figure 5D ) could more easily be studied.
Ag-NOR Proteins and DNA in Sections of
Paraffin-embedded Tissues
We also tested the ability to describe the 3D organization of argyrophilic components and DNA within routinely processed human tissues. One lymphocyte infiltrate was simultaneously imaged in transmitted light ( Figure 4E ) and in fluorescence for DNA (confocal mode; Figure 4F ). Argyrophilic components appeared as one or two rounded dots 1\11 pm in diameter within each nucleus. In fluorescence, DNA was easily localized, permitting the 3D study of chromatin clumps within the whole nuclei.
Several large clumps of Ag-NOR dots were localized within the nuclei of cancerous cells (adenocarcinoma of the colon), and their shape and size could be seen clearly in the fluorescence mode. Moreover, the contours of nuclei were obvious, as were the states of chromatin condensation. In this area, two telophase cells could be seen in which several tiny dots of silver-stained NORs were visible in transmitted light ( Figure 4G ). Finally, our attempts to visualize silver deposits using the reflection of light on paraffin sections were unsuccessful, because the level of reflection of light on all components of the tissue was too high. Moreover, by using a classical filter block for FITC, we verified that chromomycin A3 can be visualized efficiently (results not shown). This permitted clear identification of nuclei and Ag-NOR deposits in fluorescence and in transmitted light, respectively, in a non-confocal microscope. Contours of nuclei could be very easily determined by fluorescence microscopy, and observation of Ag-NOR deposits could then be performed after switching to transmitted light.
Discussion
Ag-NOR proteins are specific markers for transcriptionally active nucleolar sites (i.e., fibrillar components) (7, 14, 21, 24) and also of rRNA genes during interphase or mitosis (8, 12) . It was recently shown (30) that the major protein of the nucleolus, nucleolin, may be one of the Ag-NOR proteins and that its silver stainability is localized in its terminal portion, which binds rRNA genes to facilitate rRNA transcription by RNA polymerase I.
Considering the fact that with one-step silver staining (23) no background is visible and that silver dots are located specifically within the whole volume of the argyrophilic component (20), confocal microscopy appears to be the method of choice for study of the 3D organization of these components within well-preserved whole cells throughout the cell cycle.
Confocal microscopy is now a widely used technique in biology. It enables the biologist to obtain images with a high resolution in the X-Y-plane and it has a high capacity to perform optical sectioning along the Z-axis (2, 34, 39, 41) . Thus, it is generally accepted that a resolution of less than 0.2 pm and of around 0.7 pm is obtained for the X-Y-plane and along the Z-axis, respectively (34). Images with high contrast and high resolution produced at various focal planes within the volume of a specimen can be used further to study the 3D organization of cells and tissue.
In several previous works it has been shown that the use of reflected light in confocal microscopy can give high resolution in 3D images of cell components (3, 29, 40) .
The main characteristics of imaging in the reflecting mode in confocal microscopy were described by Cheng and Summers (3) . First, the intensity of reflection depends on the difference between the refractive index of the object reflecting the light and of the surrounding medium (26). Second, the reflection of the light depends to a large extent on the spatial configuration of the surface of the specimen. In addition, the greater surface is tilted (relative to the incident light), the less reflection of light there is. However, one way to limit this loss of reflected light is to use objectives with high numerical apertures, as we have done in the present study. Therefore, images obtained in reflected light must be interpreted * Figure 3. Stereopairs performed with the software for rotation from the initial 2-series. The 3D organization can be seen on viewing with a stereoscope or by   crossing the eyes. (A,B) Same nucleolus as in Figure 1H observed in reflected light. The two angles +loo and -100 were used to perform the stereopair. The  3D organization of the argyrophilic components appears within the whole nucleolus. Some structures consist of a central deposit surrounded with several smaller  ones (open arrow). (C,D) The argyrophilic components of this larger nucleolus are composed of a contorted and twisted (open arrow) necklace-like structure within   the whole volume of the nucleolus (+lo0 and -100) . (E-H) Same telophase cell as in Figure 2. Four angles of rotation (-200, -lW, 0, and +loo) Figures 1B and  lC, Figures 3A and 38, Figures 3C and 3D, and Figures 48 and 4C , respectively. Clumps of intranucleolar and perinucleolar DNA are well shown within interphase cells. (E,F) Colored stereopair with DNA in green and Ag-NOR dots in red (same cell as in Figures 2A-2L and Figures 3E-3H, but rotated at goo) . The 3D structure and organization of the silver-stained NORs are shown clearly throughout the whole thickness of the two sets of chromosomes. Original magnifications: A x 6600; B x 6000; C x 6600; D x 3500; E,F x 5300. Bars = 5 pm, PuTroN, GILBERT, MhJAGER, KAPLAN, " E T as those representing the surface of argyrophilic components in which only those surfaces which are not too tilted relative to the incident light reflect it and appear in the final image. It can be concluded that the observation of discrete bright spots within these components is indicative of a highly irregular surface. This interpretation is supported by our previous results obtained on thick sections observed with a high- voltage EM (1,20) . These results indicated that each granule observed in transmitted light is a complex object composed of one spherical fibrillar center surrounded by many loops of dense fibrillar component. Depending on yheir orientation relative to the incident light, the loops and the fibrillar centers reflect the light to various degrees, giving rise to the speckled aspect of the image.
Before using the 2-series of optical sections for 3D imaging, we tried to evaluate the importance of another potential limitation of imaging in reflected light that could give rise to nonrepresentative images and which is due to the fact that some objects can be hidden by others located on the same light path (3). Accordingly, we initially compared the same cell imaged simultaneously in transmitted and in reflected light and we then studied the hypothetical decrease in the intensity of reflected light by performing transverse sections. Our results appear to indicate that there are no objects that cannot be imaged. One explanation for this is the relatively low number of argyrophilic components and also the small thickness of the cells (no more than 10 pm for mitotic cells). However, these results need confirmation, e.g., by comparing the same cell imaged first in confocal microscopy and second in EM.
Finally, bearing these potential limitations in mind, it seems that the processing of all the images obtained after optical sectioning to perform rotation series and stereopairs is a very efficient means of generating data regarding the 3D organization of silver-stained components in nuclei.
As these data were obtained from well-preserved cells, it can be assumed that they represent the actual spatial organization of the transcriptionally active sites within the nucleolus. It has been shown that the rounded argyrophilic components are frequently located close to each other and that at least some of them belong to a necklace-like structure which is contorted and twisted in larger nucleoli.
This confirms previous observations obtained after various approaches such as immunolocalization of RNA polymerase I within smeared cells (9), silver staining of DRB (5,6-dichloro-P-~-ribofunosyl benzimidazole)-treated cells (33), observation of thick sections in HVEM (1, 20) and observation of Ag-NOR staining in reflected light in confocal microscopy (22, 28) .
To add complementary data on the localization of Ag-NOR proteins and also to clearly identlfy the phases of mitosis, we worked on the counterstaining of DNA with a fluorochrome.
Simultaneous visualization of DNA and of Ag-NOR proteins was suggested as a useful technique in non-confocal microscopy by use of Feulgen staining (6) or propidium iodine labeling (30). We used chromomycin A3 as proposed by Rigaut and Vassy (27) . Hence, the staining was performed easily and bright fluorescence without bleaching was obtained by using the 457-nm line of an Argon laser even after glutaraldehyde/methanol/acetic acid fixation and Ag-NOR staining.
As can be judged from the clear demonstration of intranucleolar clumps of DNA, this is a sensitive method. Moreover, the ability to sumultaneously show DNA fluorescence and reflected light is of great importance because it permits co-localization of the two labelings with the same equipment.
We suggest that this new approach will lead to a new field of research conceming the study of the organization of DNA during interphase and mitosis in relation to nucleolar components. For example, ifwe mume that Ag-NOR staining reflects the position of rRNA genes during mitosis, as shown by in situ hybridization techniques (8, 17, 28) , we can then hypothezize that the technique described here will allow the precise 3D study ofthe re-partitioning of the clusters of rRNA genes during mitosis relative to each other and to the two sets of chromosomes. In this regard, our data obtained on the spatial organization of NORs during telophase demonstrated that their numbers and their shapes are identical and also that they are symmetrically disposed within the two sets of chromosomes. These results support the previous work of Oud et al. (19) .
Simultaneous staining of Ag-NOR proteins and of DNA was also applied to less well-preserved material such as air-fuced smears. The fluorescence of DNA appeared very useful to precisely identlfy the phases of mitosis. Thus, we were able to demonstrate that during anaphase late NOR-bearing chromosomes were observed frequently in L1210 cells. This reflects the probable proximity of these chromosomes within the nucleolus and can relate to late dysjunctions such those in the case of translocation in the human meiotic oocyte (18).
Finally, our successful use of paraffin sections indicated that it is possible to stain both DNA and Ag-NOR proteins simultaneously in surgically excised, routinely processed human tissues. The high resolution achieved with the confocal microscope enabled us to study the pattern of DNA condensation and its 3D organization. This can be of importance, for example, in the study of DNA topography within cells at different stages of oncogenesis.
Imaging of Ag-NOR deposits was impossible in reflected light, presumably because of a high internal reflection of light on various cell components stained by very weak deposits of silver (background). Consequently, apart from DNA, observation with confocal microscopy did not give more information than did non-confocal observation in routinely processed, paraffin-embedded human tissues. However, we demonstrated that DNA can be easily evidenced with a non-confocal fluorescence microscope equipped with an FITC block and that switching to transmitted light allows the visualization of Ag-NOR dots. Therefore, we suggest that by using an image analyzer as proposed previously (25, 31, 36) , this procedure would facilitate and expand the use of quantification of AgNORs, which is important for both the diagnosis and prognosis of tumors (4).
In conclusion, our study demonstrated that Ag-NOR proteins and DNA can be individually or simultaneously localized in 3D by confocal microscopy. This method can be performed on various materials and will probably provide new information about the 3D organization of the nucleolus, which may be considered as a good example of the spatial organization of the nucleus (32.37). 
